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Cloning Capabilities
Connections: Devon IT Echo™ allows you

Echo™ Thin Client Management Software
Echo™ developed exclusively by Devon IT, is an advanced
and powerful software tool for managing groups of thin clients
Whether you operate in a simple or complex environment,

to configure how your thin clients connect
to your servers. You can create different
types of connections utilizing various protocols and save, edit, or copy them as you
see fit from the Echo database.

Devon IT Echo™ can streamline the management of multiple

Terminal Settings:

hosted desktops all from one place.

Terminal settings are display, sound,

The Devon IT Echo™ user interface provides an inventory of
thin clients and allows remote configuration, upgrades, clones,
and shadow users. Echo is able to both push and pull settings to
and from terminals without having to remotely configure via the
management console.

keyboard, mouse, display language,
and persistence settings. Devon IT Echo™
allows you to clone these settings from
one terminal, store them within the
built-in database, and then apply them
to other terminals.
Terminal settings and profile options can

Echo™ Features & Benefits

be combined to create precise configurations tailored to user needs. These can
be pushed to units and cloned from units

Free of cost with the compatible thin clients.

with ease.

Complete Images:
A web-based console, allowing IT administrators to

Devon IT Echo™ allows you to perform

freely access Echo from any device that can connect to

full disk image cloning of your termi-

the Echo server, as well as pushing through certificates,

nals. Images can be stored on file

and software packages.

servers and accessed using FTP, NFS,
or CIFS protocols.

Administrator and End User Features

Centralized Control:

Backup / Restore:

Control all aspects of the thin client operating system

Echo™ includes the ability to create a Hot Copy of

from a central point without having to physically visit

your server configuration, allowing you to save all

each device.

settings and profiles that can be easily restored in

Intuitive Web-Based Management Console GUI:

the event of a crash or upgrade to a newer release.

Devon IT Echo™ is accessible from any device

Event Logging:

with a web browser. The interface is simple and

Communication events are logged for easy access

easy to learn.

from the Echo™ management serverproviding a centralized point for troubleshooting the entire network.

Virtualized:
The Echo™ management server is provided as a

Profiling:

complete virtual machine. All required components

Echo™ gives you the ability to create and assign pro-

are built in as standard for ease of deployment,

files to easily provision the thin clients’ configuration,

taking away the need for administrators to install

roles, and accessibility to the end user.

third-party tools.

Remote Health Monitoring:
Internal website that, when accessed, will report the
status of the Echo™ server.
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